
Inner Boho Necklace 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
01     Bead Gallery® Tibetan resin & metal prayer beads lentil (16894) 
01     Bead Gallery® Tibetan resin & metal prayer beads round (16893) 
24     Bead Gallery® red coral chips (10730) 
10     Bead Gallery® 4mm howlite turquoise rounds (12379) 
01     Bead Gallery® aqua blue cotton tassel (15684) 
01     Bead Gallery® small red tassel 13x20mm (14674) 
31”   Bead Gallery®  dyed suede cording 3mm earthy red (15033) 
10     gold tone 4mm jump rings 
03     gold tone 6mm jump rings 
01     gold tone lobster clasp 
02     gold tone cord end caps 
10”   gold tone 20g wire 
13”   gold tone 24g wire 
 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 – Chain nose pliers 
Super glue 
 
Level of difficulty (Intermediate to advance) 
 
Time – 1 hour 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut 2” of 20g wire and form a simple loop. 
2. String round Tibetan prayer bead and form a simple 

loop. 
3. Cut 2” of 20g wire and form a simple loop. 
4. String lentil Tibetan prayer bead and form a simple 

loop. 
5. Attach loops from step 2 and 4 together. 
6. Open silver jump ring on aqua tassel. Using a gold 

tone tassel, slide jump ring pushing out silver tone 
jump ring on tassel. Close gold tone jump ring. 

7. Attach tassel to bottom lentil loop. 
8. Cut 3 ½” of 20g wire and form a simple loop. 
9. String 4mm howlite, jump ring, 5 chips, jump ring, 

4mm howlite, center dangle, 4mm howlite, jump ring 
5 chips, jump ring, 4mm howlite and form a simple 
loop. 



10. Bend wire upward forming a “U”. 
11. Cut 5 ½” of 20g wire and form a simple loop. 
12. String 4mm howlite, jump ring, 4 chips, jump ring, 

4mm howlite, 1st loop from centerpiece, 4mm 
howlite, jump ring, 6 chips, jump ring, 4mm howlite, 
2nd loop from centerpiece, 4mm howlite, jump ring, 4 
chips, jump ring, 4mm howlite and form a simple 
loop. 

13. Bend wire up forming a “U”. 
14. Cut 2 lengths of 15 ½” red leather. 
15. String leather through right side loop ½”, dab with 

super glue and attach to other side of leather. 
16. Cut 4” of 24g wire. 
17. Wrap wire around leather 6-7 times, tuck wire and 

trim end. 
18. Attach cord end clasp to end of leather cording. 
19. Repeat steps 15-18 on other side of necklace. 
20. Using 6mm jump ring, attach lobster clasp to right 

side of necklace. 
21. Using 6mm jump ring, attach red tassel to left side of 

necklace. 


